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What is the intent of this Rule Proposal?

To make rule relevant to risks that are present.
Currently ballistic blankets are not a produced off the shelf item.
The only manufacturer to offer them are Precision turbo on their pro-mod line of turbos, which
are rated +1925hp.
Looking at the online rule books for NHRA and Motor Sport UK (Santa Pod) there is no
requirement for ballistic blankets on turbochargers.

Proposed Amendment

Removal of this requirement.
All vehicles quicker then 7.00 seconds (1/4 mile or equivalent) must be fitted with ballistic
containment on the compressor side of the turbocharger. This includes motorcycles.

Classes Effected

Any using turbocharged vehicles quicker then 7.00 seconds.
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How does, or can, this rule proposal protect participants and spectators?

It makes no change.
Research online I am yet to find an instance of a turbo failing a compressor through the
compressor housing.
And working in the mining industry I have seen a few large turbos fail. They will tend to fail the
bearings causing the wheels to chew into the housing or break the shaft. Shooting the turbine
wheel down the exhaust (hence the ruling for the cross bolts in exhaust) and you go looking for
the compressor wheel in the housing or through the intake track.

How is this rule proposal a positive step for ANDRA Drag Racing?

Saves the racer trying to get ballistic blankets made. Would be expensive with a lead time. Also
difficulty in finding a company to make them.
Previously with this rule there has been minimal vehicles that it has affected. Now Sydney has
returned it brings a lot of cars this rule currently applies to.
Would allow races to race at Sydney instead of parking their cars due to unavailability of
components that are required by rules.

What is the positive impact of the rule proposal on other Classes and Brackets?

The 7.00 second ET requirement of this rule is unfair on light cars.
If you have an engine combo making about 1000hp in a 1600lbs combo using an online ET
calculator that predicts an ET of 6.81 but if you have that same engine combo in a 2500lbs car
the prediction is 7.91. So one car will need the ballistic blanket but the other car not. The load on
the turbocharger is exactly the same with the only difference being weight of the vehicle.
Then there is also twin turbo cars where the compressors are smaller. A street car could be
maxing the same turbo out but with no blanket required, but a light car with twin turbos running
sub 7 seconds will.
Removing the requirement for the ballistic blankets would make it fair between all vehicles.
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How does the rule proposal ensure increased opportunity for even competition?

As stated previously.

Describe how the rule proposal is practical and encforcable.

Removes the requirement for a component that many people are not aware is currently required
and can technically be disqualified for not complying.

Describe how the cost of complying with the rule proposal is reasonable for competitors.

Complying with the current ruling is unreasonable as reasons stated above.
Removing this requirement would save the competitors money.
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